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(e.g. I. 3. 19 turgidum, turbidum: 4, 8 writ,
uisit: 27, 13 uoluntas, uoluptas etc.), and it
is probable that one of them is Mavortian.
Keller assigns to Mavortius the readings in
which A\l agree.

The relation of Mavortius to our MSS.

is of importance chiefly to the emendation of
the text. If our readings date from about
A.D. 500 or earlier, it is obvious that they
are to be corrected by reference to capital or
uncial, and not to minuscule, writing.

J. Gow.

CAESAR STUDIES I.

(Concluded from page 154.)

IN the narration of the war against the
Belgae Caesar's action is represented as being
a defensive one. He was informed re-
peatedly, both officially and unofficially (so he
tell us in II. 1, 1), that the Belgae were
planning offensive war. Nothing of course,
is said of their point of view. They certainly
knew that Caesar, having entered upon a
policy of conquest and having driven back
into Germany an enemy reputed much more
formidable than anything on the left bank
of the Rhine, would attack them too. Caesar
cleverly manipulated the Remi, exactly as he
had been manipulating the Aedui, in accord-
ance with the maxim of 'Divide et impera.'
Of course the leaders of the policy of
national autonomy are called public enemies
(II. 14, 3), and Caesar's characteristic for-
bearance and leniency are emphasized (II.
14, 6 ; cf. also ' ut in miseros ac supplices
usus misericordia videretur ' II. 28, 3).

At the conclusion of the Belgian campaign
liis forces were placed in winter quarters in
a specific locality: ' in Carnutes Andes
Turones quaeque civitates propinquae his
locis erant ut>i bellum gesserat legionibus in
hibernacula deductis ' (LI. 35, 3). Heller has
properly laid stress on Caesar's winter
quarters as preparing for the subsequent
campaigns and further conquest, whereas
Napoleon III. and Goeler have uncritically
passed over the matter. As to quaeque in
the passage just quoted, some of the oldest
and weightiest MSS. read simply quae, the
Paris MS. 5763, of the tenth century, and
that of Voss at Leyden, of the eleventh cen-
tury, being the most important of those that
exhibit this particular reading. It may be
assumed at all events that the relative clause
contains the expressed chief point of view
from which the winter quarters were selected.
As for the Andes and Turones (Angers,
Tours), on the lower Loire, they were so
situated that the two-fold movement of the
next campaign (55 B.C.) against the Atlantic
states as well as against Aquitania

could be readily begun from this base. If
Caesar had really felt any concern as to the
Belgae, he would have placed his forces
within the territories of the latter. Caesar
indeed professes that he was surprised by
the necessity of operating against the At-
lantic states : ' cum omnibus de causis Caesar
pacatam Galliam existimaret, superatis
Belgis, victis in Alpibus Sedunis atque ita
inita hieme in Illyricum profectus esset, . .
subitum bellum in Gallia coortum est (III. 7,
1). At the same time Caesar's political friends
or temporary allies in May, 56 BX\, advo-
cated passing the law which extended Caesar's
imperium to the limit of ten years (to the
beginning of 48 B.C.), at a time when the
third campaign had but recently been begun.
At that stage Caesar's policy in official lan-
guage and on an official occasion (Cicero depro-
vinciis consularibus) was designated as aiming
at the complete and permanent subjugation
of all Gaul, vid. Cicero I. c. § 32 ' non enim
sibi solum cum eis quos iam armatos contra
populum Romanum videbat, bellandum esse
duxit sed totain esse Galliam in nostrum dicio-
nem esse redigendam.' Thus Caesar's policy
was frankly stated by his political mouth-
pieces in 56 B.C., whereas the whole drift of
his own report in the commentarii is that he
was continually forced to enter upon new
enterprises and campaigns, against his own
wish and expectation. Again the conclusion
forces itself upon the modern student that
the point of view from which Caesar's book
was written is radically different from the
point of view held and pronounced in 56 B.C.
Caesar's defence of his severity in dealing
with the Veneti is placed on lofty but prob-
ably disingenuous ground : ' quo diligentius
in reliquum tempus ius legatorum conser-
varetur' (III. 16, 4). His methods of dis-
ciplining liberty-loving tribes and German
interlopers became more severe as time went
on, not from impulse but from policy, as in
the next campaign, 55 B.C., in dealing with
the TTsipetes and Tencteri. Ho had probably
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hoped that his defeat of Ariovistus and his
success in driving the invaders back into
Baden would prevent any further German
incursions from their side of the Rhine to
his side of the Rhine. In this he was dis-
appointed : the Usipetes and Tencteri did
cross over; hence the fearful severity of the
second lesson, discussed in the famous pro-
test of Cato in the senate. In his apology
Caesar tries to make the most of a bad case
by charging the Germans with every perfidy,
whereas by his own account their almost
naive trustfulness is made patent enough.

Caesar's crossing of the Rhine added
vastly to his prestige at the seat of govern-
ment. A whole chapter is devoted (IV. 16)
to the setting forth of his motives, amongst
which a substantial one is lacking, viz.. his
wish to secure his rear while he invaded
Britain. Even for that enterprise (which in
its consequences turned out to be most disas-
trous) he adduces by no means all his
motives. The single one which he does
express was probably not the primary one,
but certainly the one which would be the
most specious in an apologia pro imperio suo,
namely the one given in IV. 20, 1, ' in Brit-
anniam proficisci contendit quod omnibus
fere Gallicis bellis hostibus nostris inde sub-
ministrata auxilia intellegebat.' Compare
Drumann's remark : (III. p. 294) ' Auch er
selbst erlaubt sich eine Unwahrheit, er war
durch keine Feindseligkeit gereizt.'

Of the military events that followed after
and upon the second invasion of Britain, one
may truthfully say that they were not
arranged by Caesar, that they surprised him
in great measure, that they proved severe
tests of his military capacity. The
rising of the Eburones, Nervii and others in
the winter of 54—53 was probably provoked
by the decline of Caesar's military prestige
and the proportionate crescendo in the move-
ment of the national spirit. His efforts to
avenge upon the chief offenders the destruc-
tion of the fifteen cohorts in 53 B.C. were
utterly unsuccessful in this point, that they
not only did not smother the national spirit
among the Gauls, but did not even check
the spreading of the same ; and when at
last, in 52 B.C., the national feeling found
its Gambetta, it soon flared up from the
Rhine to the Garonne and from the marshes
of Holland to the Cevennes. Vercingetorix
proved a far more formidable antagonist
than Dummorix and Ambiorix had been.
And here I cannot refrain from noting an
ignoble trait of the literary Caesar. Of all
tjront captains, it is true, he was probably

the most dispassionate and acted least from
impulse and from regard for the bubble
reputation, unless indeed it reacted on his
own position in the sympathies of those who
were dazzled by it. Preferring at all
times to conciliate rather than to provoke,
unmoved by vanity or anger, content as a
politician to secure the neutrality of those
whom he could not attach to his own policy,
imbued to an extraordinary degree with the
idea of the effectiveness of kindness, especially
when dealing with Romans, in spite of all
these great qualities he impresses the candid
and careful reader of the commentarii as one
who tried to blacken the memory of those
who were his uncompromising enemies, as in
the case of Dumnorix, whose ambition over-
leaped itself, of Ambiorix, a base ingrate,
according to Caesar, rather than a patriot.
Even more viciously Caesar tries to create
the impression that Vercingetorix, whom
the French are not alone in considering a
great man, was consumed by personal ambi-
tion and extended his influence by base
terrorism (VII. 4, 9-10).

When in the fall of 52 Caesar received
the submission of that dangerous leader, he
had stronger reasons than at any time before
for believing his work in daul to be finished.
The uprising of the Gauls had been extra-
ordinary, but the catastrophe of Alesia too
was unparalleled in its completeness. I t is
safe to say that Caesar considered his work
in Gaul accomplished. His own report ends
there. That account in its very conclusion
assumes so rapid and summary a gait as to
evince the unmistakable hurry of the author
to reach the end. There is no retrospect, no
contemplation, no characterization, no senti-
ment. Judged from a purely literary point of
view, this conclusion is a disappointment.
But all these matters are in perfect harmony
with the theory stated at the beginning (in
the preceding instalment of this paper),
that the entire book was drawn from Caesar
by the exigencies of the political situation,
which made it necessary to counteract the
policy of the optimates at the seat of govern-
ment in 52-51. It was one of the consuls
of 51, M. Claudius Marcellus, of whom
Suetonius says (Div. Jul. 28) ' rettulit ad
senatum, ut ei succederetur ante tempus,
quoniam hello confecto pax esset.' This
implies an official notification, or something
else of an equally authoritative nature,
either ' litterae Caesaris,' dispatches on which
or in consequence of which the senate was
wont to take official action (II. 35, 4, IV.
38, 5), or the commentarii which we hare.
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As a matter of fact Caesar was in a press
of work when he wrote his account, and the
probability that he conceived, projected, and
composed (probably dictated) the whole work
after Alesia, in the winter of 52-51, and pub-
lished it (not so much as a K-rrjfia h ad as
to influence political opinion at Rome)in51 B.C.
—this probability, I say, almost approaches
the force of evidence. Some other things
not hitherto alluded to fit in well with the
same theory. Prominent among these is
Caesar's practice of reproducing addresses,
arguments, appeals, and other spoken matter
indirectly, by ' oratio obliqua,' a literary
peculiarity of these ' commentarii' utterly at
variance with the literary habit of Greece
and Rome, and with the culture and training
of the day. Caesar in 52-51, writing or
dictating under circumstances such as have
been repeatedly suggested in this paper, abso-
lutely lacked the leisure and the literary
ease requisite for composing history dramati-

cally by constructing or even reconstructing
speeches in the first person and with an
approximate cast of the liveliness with
which they were actually spoken. This
limitation of Caesar to the argument has
resulted in the grief of schoolboys, although
without any substantial detriment to the
cause of history. Rut what of the rather ela-
boratespeech of Critognatus in VII.77, which
is in oratio recta ? That speech was a com-
paratively recent matter when Caesar wrote,
the focal point, so to speak, in the great
crisis and catastrophe recently enacted. No
product ever came from the pen of a Roman
prose-writer so little rhetorical, nay so
utterly unrhetorical, as the commentaries.
On the whole, Cicero's appreciation of the
commentarii fits in well here : ' nudi sunt,
recti (terse) et venusti, omni ornatu orationis
tamquam veste detracta ' (Cicero Brut. 75).

E. G. SlHLER,
New York.

ON CONDITIONAL SENTENCES IN GREEK AND LATIN, AND INDEFINITE
SENTENCES IN GREEK.

I.
THE two following propositions, so far as

I am aware, fulfil in Grammar the accepted
'tests of catholicity, quod semper, quod ubique,
quod ab omnibus, and are de fide. (1) ' Con-
ditional sentences in Greek cast in the forms
ei TOVTO hroiei (or tTroiqcrev), rjSiKei (or rjhiKrj(rev)
av, and (2) Conditional sentences in Latin
which employ the Secondary Tenses of the
Subjunctive always contain suppositions
which are known or implied to be contrary
to the fact, and the events which they sup-
pose are known or implied not to be occurring
or not to have occurred.' If, therefore, a
Greek or Roman had wished to express the
following thought, 'If a man had heard
Demosthenes speak [ei rjKova-ev... : si quis, or
qui, audisset], could he ever have forgotten
it? '—he could not have done so without
implying that the orator was always in-
audible. A truly terrible conclusion ! And
yet one from which the rule leaves us no
escape. Let us, however, test its truth by
one or two examples from the Greek and
Latin writers. Perhaps the rule may give
way, and Demosthenes be saved.

Take first Eur. Ion, 354, a-ol rairov ^^rjg,
eforep r\v, £?x' av perpov. From v. 345 the
dialogue proceeds as follows : ' Where is the
child ? Is he alive? '—' No one knows ; that

is just what I Jiave come to ask the oracle.'—' If
he is dead, how was he destroyed?'—'She
expects that wild-beasts killed him.' [if, that
is, he is dead ; but, as I have just said, no
one knows what has become of him.]—'Why
does she think that ?'—' She found no trace
of the babe.'—'Was there any blood?'—
' No.'—' How long is it since the child was
made away with ?' — 'If he were alive he
would be just your age.' I submit that
there is nothing here even to suggest that
Kreousa recedes from the position she takes
up in v. 346, OVK olb'ev oi>S«V ravra Kail
fnavrevo/jiai. Certainly the word Sunrejrpay-
/xivia does not contain such a hint.1 I t is
purposely chosen for its ambiguity, as ex-
pressing both the actual mode of Ion's dis-
appearance (known to the audience), and the
wild-beast hypothesis. On the other hand
the turn given to Kreousa's reply, <roi ravrbv
r/Zfys K.T.X., is a subtle stroke of art. Just
because she has not abandoned hope, she
pictures her boy as she may yet see him, and
instead of rejoining something like iviava-ioi
rpU irevr av e£rj\6ov \povoi, replies, ' h e would
have just thy measure of vigorous and radiant
youth, were he alive.' In the Meno 93 E,
Socrates observes OVK av apa ryv ye <f>vo~iv TOV
uieos avrov rjTwuraT av TIS fxvai naKT/v. W e

1 See Classical Review, Nov. 1889, p . 417.


